Request for items on Agenda for the next Immigration and Migration Commission
Meeting
E-Verify (15 minutes). Invite major Utah employers who are working on the NSA
facility and who are required to enroll in E-Verify to discuss implementation of E-Verify,
its operation and the unfair competition they face from competitors who hire illegal
immigrants without verifying employment eligibility.
Employment Related Child Identity Theft (15 minutes). Invite Jennifer Andrushko to
discuss the seriousness of this crime, the impact on her family and the means of
preventing this crime. Jennifer is a co-founder of Defending Our Children’s Future. Her
5 year old son is a victim of illegal alien identity theft and the perpetrator has been
identified and charged with 3 felony counts of identity fraud and 2 counts of forgery. All
are third degree felonies. Jennifer has been invited to testify before the United States
House of Representatives immigration sub-committee and has been contacted by the
Anderson Cooper show.
Illegal Immigration and Loss of Jobs by American Citizens. (15 Minutes) Invite citizens
who have lost jobs or their business due to unfair competition from illegal immigrants or
employers who hire illegal immigrants. Also, invite in young people who have not been
able to find employment due to unfair competition from adult, illegal aliens who are
taking traditional entry level jobs.
Discussion of costs associated with the employment of illegal immigrants (15 minutes)
 The cost of identity theft to our children in terms of immediate costs and the
destruction of their futures (estimated 50,000 Utah children).
 The costs incurred when Americans lose their jobs and illegal immigrants continue to
be employed in jobs that they could fill – loss of income, health insurance, homes
due to inability to pay mortgages, etc. Also, the cost of taxpayer funded public
benefits for American citizens while illegal immigrants continue to hold jobs they are
qualified for - Medicaid, food stamps and other welfare benefits.
 The cost to small employers who have lost their businesses when undercut by
employers who use illegal immigrant workers.
 The cost to employers who protect Utah children by hiring a legal workforce when
they are undercut by competitors who hire illegal immigrants using children’s Social
Security numbers. (Note: 1,626 Utah employers were paying wages to the Social
Security numbers of children under 12 in the 4th quarter of 2005 according to
Workforce Services. Many of these children had multiple employers and 978
children had multiple people using their Social Security numbers – one with 37
people using his/her number.)
 The cost of lower tax revenues due to lower wages and no taxes on wages paid under
the table by crooked employers.

Request for Motions at the April 2, 2012 Commission Meeting
I would like to make a motion that the last 10 minutes of every meeting be dedicated to
discussing all handouts and facts presented from the prior meeting. This will give us a
chance to go through all information that was presented and to ask clarifying questions.
We cannot adequately review these materials during the meeting they are handed out in.
We need time to read and study all materials, listen to the prior Commission Meetings
proceedings and ask questions.
I would also like to make a motion that we extend every other meeting for 1 hour in order
to take public input and to allow the public to ask questions of the Commission. After all,
this is an open meeting.
I would also like to reserve the right to make a motion to schedule additional meetings of
the Commission since the citizen members of this Commission were not invited to the
first two meetings of this Commission.

